The Western Ontario Osteoarthritis of the Shoulder (WOOS) index is a diseasespecific, patient-reported, 19-question survey that measures the quality of life among patients with osteoarthritis (OA). The purpose of this study was to validate the Danish version of WOOS for OA and fractures (FRs) using modern test theory.
Introduction
The Western Ontario Osteoarthritis of the Shoulder (WOOS) index is a patient-reported measure of the quality of life among patients with glenohumeral osteoarthritis (OA). 1 It was published in 1998 and is one of a series of disease-specific quality-of-life measurement tools for shoulder pathology. The specificity of WOOS may allow better responsiveness and therefore the detection of smaller clinical differences before and after treatment compared with generic measurement tools, such as the Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand (DASH) questionnaire and the Short Form (36) Health Survey, and nondisease-specific shoulder measurement tools, such as the Constant-Murley Score and Table 1 Western Ontario Osteoarthritis of the Shoulder index Section A: physical symptoms 1. How much pain do you experience in your shoulder with movement? 2. How much constant, nagging pain do you have in your shoulder? 3. How much weakness do you experience in your shoulder? 4. How much stiffness do you experience in your shoulder? 5. How much grinding do you experience in your shoulder? 6. How much is your shoulder affected by the weather? Section B: sports/recreation/work 7. How much difficulty do you experience working or reaching above shoulder level? 8. How much difficulty do you experience with lifting objects (eg, grocery bags, and garbage cans) below shoulder level? 9. How much difficulty do you experience doing repetitive motions below shoulder level, such as raking, sweeping, and washing floors because of your shoulder? 10. How much difficulty do you experience pushing or pulling forcefully because of your shoulder? 11. How troubled are you by an increase in pain in your shoulder after activities? Section C: lifestyle 12. How much difficulty do you have sleeping because of your shoulder? 13. How much difficulty have you experienced with styling your hair because of your shoulder? 14. How much difficulty do you have maintaining your desired level of fitness because of your shoulder? 15. How much difficulty do you experience reaching behind to tuck in a shirt, get a wallet from your back pocket or do up clothing because of your shoulder? 16. How much difficulty do you have dressing or undressing? Section D: emotions 17. How much frustration or discouragement do you feel because of your shoulder? 18. How worried are you about what will happen to your shoulder in the future? 19 . How much of a burden do you feel you are on others?
the Oxford Shoulder Score. [1] [2] [3] The original Canadian version has been identified as valid, reliable, and highly responsive through classical test theory and construct validation 1, 2 and has been recommended for use as the primary outcome in clinical trials of interventions for OA. 1 The questionnaire includes 19 questions (Table 1) , which are answered by placing a mark on a visual analog scale (VAS) with a point system ranging from 0 to 100. For each question, 100 means the worst score, while zero indicates no decrease in the quality of life. It is usually the WOOS total score that is used as an outcome measure. Thus, it is assumed that WOOS is unidimensional, with an outcome ranging from 0 to 1,900, with 1,900 indicating the worst quality of life. The Danish Shoulder Arthroplasty Registry (DSR) defines a score >950 as clinical failure, whereas a score <950 is regarded as a good outcome. 4 WOOS comprises the following four categories: 1) physical symptoms, 2) sports, recreation, and work function, 3) lifestyle function, and 4) emotional function (Table 1) . 1 Since 2004, WOOS has been used as a dichotomous scale for clinical evaluation 12 months postoperation in Danish patients treated with shoulder arthroplasty. 5 The questionnaire has been translated into Danish according to international guidelines and has the same psychometric properties as the original Canadian version. 3 Because DSR uses WOOS for diagnoses other than OA, it is also relevant to test the validity of the questionnaire for fractures (FRs). The purpose of this study was to validate the Danish Version of WOOS for OA and FR using modern test theory.
Patients and methods Patients
WOOS has been used by DSR since it was established in 2004. 5 The first years were regarded as trial period, and the present study used data from 2006 to 2011.
We examined 1,987 arthroplasties in 1,943 patients. This included 1,382 (70%) women. The median age was 70 years (range 25-94 years). The arthroplasties were based on two different diagnoses, namely 847 (42.6%) OA cases and 1,140 (57.4%) FR cases. The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency and written informed patient consent was deemed not relevant (J. no. 2007-58-0015).
Methods
SPSS software Version 22.0 was used for the general statistics and principal component analysis (PCA). We used the statistical analysis software Winsteps Rasch Measurement Version 3.90.0 to perform Rasch analysis.
Principal component analysis
Before performing a Rasch analysis of WOOS, the assumption of unidimensionality was examined using PCA applied to the pooled data for OA and FR. The analysis is illustrated in a scree plot (Figure 1 ), which shows the distribution of the data variance along 19 uncorrelated contrasts representing potential dimensions of WOOS. 6 The first few contrasts in PCA summarize as much of the variability of the data as possible, and the amount of variance in each contrast is measured in eigenvalues (EIs). 6 
Rasch analysis
The items in WOOS are equally weighted and have a common rating scale that is continuous. To perform Rasch analysis, the VAS of the WOOS items is transformed into a discrete scale. 7 The appropriate number of intervals for the WOOS items was determined by analyzing the category rating scale based on the OA group. A four-category division was too detailed because all three thresholds were relatively close, at -0.11, -0.09, and 0.20. Furthermore, the person performances did not show a normal distribution; rather, they had a heavytailed distribution with patients clustered at the extremes of the scale. Consequently, a division of >2 would be too detailed and results in a disordered threshold. The histograms of the item scores shown in Figure 2 emphasize the tendency toward a floor-ceiling effect. Thus, a dichotomous scale was used for the WOOS items throughout the study. A score between 0 and 50 indicated a good outcome, while a score of 51-100 indicated a bad outcome.
We validated the questionnaire with Rasch analysis and used rating scale parameterization. The Rasch model investigates the relationship between person performance and item difficulty by placing their measurements on a common logit scale. Logit is the natural logarithm of the odds of success (log e probability of success/probability of failure) and represents the difference between the ability level and the item difficulty. [8] [9] [10] Wright maps show the measurement of item difficulties and person performances on a common logit scale. Wright maps are useful tools in Rasch analysis to illustrate how well the item difficulties target the person abilities, eg, by comparing the logit ranges of item difficulties and person performances and by comparing the default item mean of zero with the person mean. A person mean close to zero indicates good targeting of the items to the population. The total person mean and the person mean excluding the person extremes can be used to estimate the targeting of WOOS. The logit range of item difficulties indicates the width of the quality of life that is covered by the questionnaire. An interitem separation of <0.15 logits indicates redundancy of the items. 8 When undertaking a Rasch analysis, the fit of data to the Rasch model is tested through chi-square fit statistics with mean square (MNSQ) measures. 8, 11 Item MNSQs show the size of the randomness of the person abilities for each item. 12 The expected MNSQ value of 1 indicates that the item in question fits the Rasch model perfectly. 9, 12 MNSQs <1 indicate overfit, while MNSQs >1 suggest underfit. An overfit occurs in cases with too little variance and indicates overpredictability that does not threaten the unidimensionality. However, it indicates item redundancy or the inability of items to differentiate among patients. 13 An underfit indicates unpredictability and suggests that the item belongs to a dimension other than the Rasch dimension. 7, 9 In this study, we considered the optimal range for the MNSQs to be between 0.6 and 1.4; items with MNSQs outside this range were considered misfits. 8, 11 Furthermore, items with an MNSQ of >2 show signs of degrading the measurement system. 11, 13 Infit MNSQ is a weighted measure that considers people with abilities near the item's difficulty level. Outfit MNSQ is not weighted and is more sensitive to outliers (ie, people far from the item difficulty level). 7, 9 The reliabilities of the Rasch analysis measure the proportion of variance that is true variance for items and person, respectively. Reliability ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being the best reliability. 14 Person reliability depends on the range of the person's ability, the length of the test, the number of categories per item, and the sample-item targeting. It is independent of the sample size.
Item reliability depends on the range of item difficulty and the sample size. It is independent of test length. Both person and item reliability are largely uninfluenced by the model fit. 15 To examine reliability further, the separation index reliability reliability]
) and the number of strata index and strata examine the number of statistically distinct measures. 14 Separation is useful if the persons or items show a normal distribution, and strata are useful if the items or persons are heavy tailed. 16 Because of the floor-ceiling effect of persons, strata (calculated using person separation) are used in this study to examine how many levels of the quality of life WOOS is able to identify. 17 Item separation is used to verify item hierarchy. If the item separation is <3, it implies that the person sample is not large enough to confirm item hierarchy. 15 Differential item functioning (DIF) is assessed using the item difficulties for OA as a baseline measure. Thus, it identifies whether there is a systematic variation in item difficulty between FR and OA. 9 When items display DIF sizes with numeric values >0.50, it is indicative of an effect on the outcome. 18 DIF sizes < -0.50 or >0.50 are regarded as clinically significant, and t-scores >2 are considered statistically significant. A test for the DIF between diagnoses is highly relevant if WOOS is to be used to evaluate patients with diagnoses other than OA.
Residual PCA
The Rasch analysis is complemented by residual PCA. In this way, any data that cannot be explained by the Rasch dimension is tested to examine whether there is a second dimension of that part of the data. 8 The variance is measured in EI and is divided into the variance explained by the Rasch dimension and the unexplained variance. 19 In this study, the distribution of unexplained variance (19 EIs in total) was tested along 19 contrasts. The first contrast represents the largest component of the unexplained variance. 20 If the strength is equally distributed and each contrast has an EI unit of 1, there is no sign of a second dimension in the unexplained variance. 8, 9 As suggested by de Haan et al, 8 EIs >2 are regarded as a sufficient contrast to indicate a secondary dimension. When a contrast has a strength >2 EIs, the items with the highest positive and negative loadings in the contrast are identified. A few specific items with high loading indicate that the pattern of these items contrasts with the pattern of the rest of the items. This indicates the presence of a second dimension that deviates from the Rasch dimension. An unstructured loading of items in the contrast indicates that the contrast does not reflect a second dimension. 20
Results

PCA of WOOS
The first contrast had an EI of 11.69, which explained 61.55% of the variance. The second contrast had an EI of 1.21, explaining 6.37% of the variance. Thus, the first contrast was approximately ten times larger than the second. The rest of the contrasts had EIs <1. The scree plot in Figure 1 shows a clear, steep curve from the first to the second contrast, followed by a rather flat line, indicating that the first contrast was the only main dimension. 6 Hence, the PCA showed a tendency toward unidimensionality in WOOS, supporting our assumption. The PCA showed the same tendency when it was applied to OA and FR separately.
Rasch analysis of WOOS in patients with OA
With a dichotomous scale, both categories were well represented (Table 2 ). There was a default threshold of 0, the observed average measure increased monotonically, and both categories had outfit MNSQs with proximity to 1 ( The Wright map ( Figure 3 ) showed that items 2 and 5 had the highest item difficulties (they were the most difficult questions to endorse), and item 7 had the lowest difficulty. The item difficulties covered a logit range of ~4 (from -2.36 to 1.40), which we considered good. However, it was important to notice the tendency toward item clustering and the substantial gap between item 7 and the rest of the items. Eight groups of items had an inter-item separation of <0.15 (Table 3 ). Items 6, 7, 11, 15, and 19 were the only items that were separated from the rest. This suggested redundancy in the WOOS items 8 and the lack of a strict hierarchy of the item ordering.
The person measures ranged from -4.60 to 4.47, and 318 out of 847 had extreme scores (25 were maximum extreme scores). For the nonextreme persons, the mean estimate was -0.56; for all persons, it was -1.81. We relied on the Wright map person estimate of -0.56, which suggested that the items were well targeted for the patients because it was close to the default item mean of 0. The person mean and the map showed that there was a predominance of patients with good outcomes.
All items fitted the Rasch model based on the optimal MNSQ range except item 5, with an outfit MNSQ of 1.60, and item 6, which had an infit MNSQ of 1.44 and an outfit MNSQ of 2.46 (Table 3 ). This indicated that item 6 degraded the measurement system of WOOS.
The item reliability was 0.98, and the item separation was 7.74. This confirmed the item hierarchy. The person reliability was 0.76, and the person separation index was 1.77, with a stratum of 2.69.
The data showed a total raw variance of 31.7 EI units, and 40.1% of the variance could be explained by the Rasch model. The residual PCA showed that the first contrast of the unexplained variance had 2.1 EI units, the second had 1.7 EI units, and the third had 1.5 EI units, accounting for 6.5%, 5.4%, and 4.7% of the total unexplained variance, respectively. This indicated that the first contrast might contribute to a second dimension. However, the first contrast was not characterized by a few specific items. Items 1, 2, and 13 had the highest loading in the first contrast, but they did not stand out remarkably from the other items.
Rasch analysis of WOOS in patients with FRs
The Rasch analysis showed better reliability for the FR group, with an item reliability of 1.00, an item separation of 15.16, a person reliability of 0.86, and a person separation of 2.49 (strata =3.65). WOOS also had better targeting to FR than for OA. The person mean for nonextreme persons (n=935) was -0.08, compared to -0.53 for the whole FR sample. The item difficulty ranged from -3.95 to 2.11 logits, with the highest difficulty for item 6 and the lowest for item 7. Only item 6 showed misfit, and there was no sign that the scale was degraded ( 
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Rasch analysis of WOOS -the Danish version to the second contrast, and 1.5 EI units (4.2%) to the third contrast.
OA and FR roughly followed the same pattern of item difficulty measurement (Figure 4 ). Six items displayed clinically significant DIFs (Table 5 ).
Discussion
Rasch analysis of WOOS in patients with OA
The category rating scale analysis indicated that dichotomy was the best fit for WOOS. Higher divisions showed clustering of thresholds or threshold disorder. Furthermore, the person performances for both OA and FR showed a tendency toward a floor-ceiling effect rather than normal distribution. This indicates that the VAS can be reduced to a dichotomous scale without any crucial loss of information. From a clinical perspective, the use of WOOS by DSR supports the dichotomy of the WOOS scale. 4 Still, some information might be unexploited when only two categories are derived from a 1,900-point scale.
Rasmussen et al 3 previously validated the use of WOOS as a continuous scale for OA. In this study, we tested and validated the clinical use of WOOS as a dichotomous outcome measure. Rasch analysis showed a good fit with the Rasch model and a good targeting to OA patients, indicating that WOOS can be used for OA when the scale is dichotomous. Thus, for clinical use in the estimation of OA, we conclude that the VAS score can be used as a primary outcome measure and the dichotomous score as a secondary outcome measure, with a score of >950 indicating clinical failure. The person mean and the configuration of the Wright map indicated that the quality of life was well represented by the Patient Related Outcome Measures downloaded from https://www.dovepress.com/ by 52. 11.211.149 on 20-Jan-2020 For personal use only.
WOOS items. However, with respect to the configuration of item difficulty distribution, it might be appropriate to delete redundant items and to enrich the gaps and extremes of the scale with additional items to improve item hierarchy and achieve a greater division of the category rating scale. Further work could be conducted to investigate whether this would be clinically relevant.
The item reliability and separation for OA were good, indicating that our sample size was adequate for the analysis. The person separation results indicated that WOOS can distinguish at least two distinct levels of the quality of life among OA patients.
The residual PCA showed that only the first contrast of unexplained variance was >2 EI units. This indicated the possible existence of a second dimension. However, when the strength of the first contrast was compared with the strength of the Rasch dimension, the Rasch dimension was 15 times larger. Furthermore, none of the WOOS items stood out remarkably in their contribution to the first contrast. This indicates that the WOOS questionnaire can be considered unidimensional. The examination of unidimensionality is an important test of the questionnaire's validity because WOOS is used as a linear rating scale, with one total score defining the outcome measure. 7, 9 
Rasch analysis of WOOS in patients with FRs
The chi-square fit statistics and the residual PCA indicated that WOOS had a good fit to the Rasch model when it was used for FR. Although WOOS was intended for OA, the questionnaire also showed good targeting of FR. The use of WOOS for FR has not been validated as a VAS but only as a dichotomous scale. Thus, for the clinical use of WOOS for FR, we recommend a dichotomous outcome measure with a threshold score of 950 (50% of the maximum score).
The items had larger interitem separations and less clustering for FR than OA. Thus, WOOS covered a wider range of quality of life and displayed less item redundancy when it was used for FR. The item reliability and separation was better for FR than for OA, and the person separation indicated that WOOS could identify three distinct levels of person performance.
The DIF assessment showed that the FR group experienced more stiffness (item 4), more difficulty working or reaching above shoulder level (item 7), and more difficulty styling their hair (item 13) than the OA group. The OA group was more affected by the weather (item 6), more troubled by increasing pain after activities (item 11), and had more difficulty sleeping (item 12) than the FR group.
Throughout the study, item 6 (regarding the impact of the weather) had the worst fit to the Rasch model. It had the highest MNSQs for both OA and FR and was therefore the most unpredictable item. The reason for this unpredictability could be persons' difficulty with understanding the question, the difficulty for the patient to categorize the strength of the weather's impact, or simply the fact that the item measures a dimension of quality of life that is separate from the rest of WOOS. For the purpose of enhancing the unidimensionality of WOOS, we considered whether item 6 should be excluded from the questionnaire. In the Rasch analysis of the Oxford Knee Score, they removed or recoded the misfitting items to improve the model fit. 9 To test whether item 6 should be excluded, a further study must be performed to analyze the fit of WOOS to the Rasch model when item 6 is excluded. In this way, the fit of WOOS with and without item 6 can be compared.
It was expected that weather would affect only OA patients and not FR patients. For this reason, it is questionable whether item 6 is representative when WOOS is used for diagnoses other than OA. The higher impact of the weather on OA was confirmed by the DIF assessment.
Item 6 showed better chi-square fit statistics for FR than for OA. The item was the most difficult WOOS question for the FR group. This is in accordance with our assumption that the weather does not affect FR. The high difficulty might somewhat clarify why item 6 does not show signs of degrading the scale when WOOS is used for FR. Because of the high difficulty of the question, the majority of patients are expected to have a low score on item 6. This might give the patients a more stable position on the unidimensional scale of WOOS. Because OA is affected by the weather and OA patients had less difficulty with item 6, the OA patients' positions on the VAS for item 6 are potentially more fluctuating in relation to the total WOOS score and therefore less predictable than for the FR patients.
Strengths and limitations of the study
One limitation of this study is that, to fit the Rasch model, WOOS was simplified from a continuous to a dichotomous scale. Thus, the results are valid only when WOOS is divided into two categories (preferably with a threshold of 50% of the maximum score).
We validated the use of WOOS as a dichotomous scale for FR. However, it is important to notice that WOOS was The journal is included in PubMed. The manuscript management system is completely online and includes a very quick and fair peer-review system. Visit http://www.dovepress.com/testimonials.php to read real quotes from published authors.
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Rasch analysis of WOOS -the Danish version originally made for OA. Nevertheless, the study showed that WOOS had a good targeting for FR. WOOS also covered a large range of quality of life and had a person stratus of >3, indicating that the questionnaire is detailed and distinctive enough for use with FR patients.
A strength of this study is the relatively large sample size compared with, eg, the OES-DV (the Dutch version of the Oxford Elbow Score) and the D-OES (the Danish version of the Oxford Elbow Score) studies. 8, 17 A larger sample size gives the Rasch analysis higher item reliability and provides greater power for identifying misfits. 8 This study may be the basis for further studies to perform Rasch analyses of other language versions of WOOS.
Conclusion
Rasch analysis showed that WOOS had a good fit with the Rasch model when used for OA and FR as a dichotomous scale. However, the results are valid only when WOOS is divided into two categories with a threshold of 950 (50% of the maximum score). When WOOS is used for future clinical research, we recommend that a dichotomous score be reported as a measure of clinical failure in OA and FR.
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